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Dear Jamie and Ethan, 	 2/4/ 97 

I've finished reading and correcting all that Dennis sent me Lefore he left. 

I'd like to know what else to xpect from:you and about when to expect it. You 

can use the chapter titles for this. by file is by those chapters and I believe 

I have a duplicate rough draft if you have any questions. 

I'd also like to know what computer program you use. I have none, can't use 

them and the crop of locel students this past year was incredibly bad. I'll have 

Ajo more to do with ally of them. I an to hear from one who has a good reputation 

but with students from better-off femiliee that is not always a good indicition 

of the kind of people they are. Some of the pest were remarkably good/  One who 

graduated two yeere ago and wants some extra.work has taken Over ontilhe messes 
A 

dumped on me by an insufferable ingrate and a pathetic, self-importaet fool. 

04 course I want to finish up with kgipts, and that means making the cor-

rections and that requires the seine kind of computer tr maldng a disk or 

disks from the one I have to what would be used. 

On the corrections, my apologies for those times I did not provide the 

originnl rough draft and for my mistakes that will have to be corrected to 

have all consistent. Dor years 1  was not aware of charged style. In citations, 

no period before the paren and ono after the paren enclosing the citation. 

Like (3E113). Not .(3H113) 

I presume that you do not have a duplicate of the disk Dennis sent me but 

that what you'll send you will have on disks. 

Two chapters I gave Dennis were not or Inside. Ey fault. There may be more 

of this in what remains to be done that you have. I think it likely bit; I also 

think I'll knoWehere they arc intended to go. I do with these two. 

Thanks and best to you both, 


